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Abstract

We report on three different experiments on high temperature superconducting (HTS) cuprates and colossal magnetoresistive
(CMR) manganites, which clearly bring out some of the important similarities and differences between the two material systems.
The experiments involve the measurement of temperature dependence of the mean squared displacement of Cu and Mn ions from
their equilibrium site in the case of the cuprates and the manganites, respectively, and their correlation with the transport
property. In both cases the key ions in the materials (Cu for HTS and Mn for CMR) exhibit vibration amplitudes larger than that
of ions in simple Debye solids and clearly show discontinuities in the vibration amplitudes as a function of temperature close to
the phase transition temperatures. These point to the unequivocal participation of phonons in the transport processes and possibly
in the onset of the phase transitions (i.e. superconductivity and ferromagnetism). The second set of experiments, involves
femtosecond optical excitation of micro-strip resistors made of cuprates or manganites, and the subsequent measurement of the
changes in the impedance on a 20 ps time scale. In the case of the manganites one measures the time scales involved in the
ionization and reformation of a Jahn–Teller polaron and also the decay times of magnon excitors. In the case of the cuprates one
sees a highly efficient pair breaking process with a very sharp resonance, with a width of only 100 meV, which is indicative of the
role of a large intermediate excitation in the mechanism of high temperature superconductivity. In the third experiment,
spin-polarized electrons injected from a manganite electrode into a superconductor are observed to break pairs at a rate far larger
than unpolarized electrons. This effect seems very orientation dependent for the case of YBCO, which may shed new light on the
transport of quasi-particles at YBCO interfaces. © 1999 Published by Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Since the end of 1986, when high temperature super-
conductors came into being, the subject has captured
the interest of one of the largest segment of the research
community in any sub-field of Physics [1–5]. Despite
the level and pace of the research, the origin of the
nature of transport in the cuprates is still known piece
meal and the microscopic mechanism of the pairing
process still eludes us [6–9]. Even the normal state

transport properties continue to challenge our under-
standing and truly innovative experiments are needed
to get at the root of these issues [10–12]. Over the last
5 years or so the condensed matter community has been
pursuing yet another family of perovskites, the colossal
magnetoresistive manganites, with a degree of intensity
second only to the high Tc cuprates [13,14]. This is
simply because the underlying physics behind the ob-
served phenomena, encompass some of the most excit-
ing ideas in condensed matter Physics involving highly
correlated electronic systems with strong electron–
phonon coupling and magnetic interactions [15–18]. In* Corresponding author.
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addition, familiar ideas in solid state chemistry involv-
ing electronic orbitals and bond hybridization have
been readily adopted in this field [19,20]. The mangan-
ite system may be an enabler in furthering our under-
standing of the cuprates. In this system, the strong
electron–phonon interaction results in a precisely and
relatively easily measurable correlation of transport
properties with lattice distortions from which lessons
may be drawn regarding similar effects in the case of
the cuprates. The more visible role of electron spins on
the transport properties of the manganites may shed
light on the role of antiferromagnetic order in the
Cooper pairing mechanism in the cuprates. In this
paper we present three different experiments involving
both the cuprates and the manganites, which we believe
are very important for furthering our understanding of
these rather enigmatic materials systems.

2. Ion channeling study of ion dynamics

Let us consider some of the important similarities
between the cuprates and the manganites. In the less
conducting state of the materials the electrical transport
can be understood as due to charge hopping between
adjacent Cu or Mn sites. The hopping frequencies
increase as the conductivity of the material increases
and this has effects on the dynamic lattice distortions
whose frequencies are comparable with phonon fre-
quencies. Thus the lattice distortions would no longer
follow the charge hopping when the system becomes
very metallic and the hopping times become very fast.
The role of lattice distortions and their impact on
transport properties arises from an important similarity
between the Cu2+ and Mn 3+ ions which are both
Jahn–Teller ions [21] and would strongly favor lattice

distortions to reduce the electronic degeneracies of the
valence electrons. Let us now take the case of the
manganites and the cuprates one by one.

The manganites, characterized by the formula Rx−

1MxMnO3 (where R=a trivalent rare earth ion such as
La, Nd, Pr etc. and M=a divalent ion such as Ca, Ba,
Sr), for the case of x=1/3, can be represented by the
transport property described by Fig. 1 [22,23]. In this
case of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3, the resistivity vs. temperature
curve shows a bell shaped curve with the resistance
exhibiting a peak close to the Curie temperature (270
K), so that above this peak the material is a paramag-
netic semiconductor [24] and below this peak it is a
ferromagnetic metal as evidenced by the onset of mag-
netization. The unique transport properties of this com-
pound is understood as due to the hopping of an
electron from a Mn3+ ion to an adjacent Mn4+ ion,
via an intermediate oxygen atom. In this process the
electron from the Mn3+ exchanges position with an
electron in the 2p orbital of the oxygen and the original
oxygen electron jumps concurrently into the Mn4+

valence level. In this ‘double exchange’ process [25], the
strong Hund’s rule coupling of the valence electrons to
the core electrons, imposes a condition that the transi-
tion probability of the electron is proportional to the
overlap of the spins at the two Mn core levels. The
unusually large magnetoresistance and the ferromag-
netic transition can be understood to some extent based
on this double exchange idea. However, the observation
of metallic behavior in this system at large resistivity
values requires other mechanisms for charge localiza-
tion and the Jahn–Teller distortion of the Mn�O�Mn
bond is one such mechanism [26]. The Mn3+�O and
the Mn4+�O bonds are not symmetric and the resul-
tant distortion localizes the charge thereby raising the
resistivity values. One of the important consequences of
this idea is that when the electron hops from one Mn3+

to the next Mn4+, it will be followed by a renormaliza-
tion of the Mn�O bond configuration, provided the
hopping times are comparable with phonon frequen-
cies, which is true in the paramagnetic semiconducting
state. However, as one gets into the metallic state where
the hopping times become faster than the phonon re-
sponse times, this effect becomes progressively weaker.
Another way of looking at this is to say that in the
semiconducting state the transport is via a small po-
laron whose size becomes progressively large as the
metallicity increases with the electron becoming eventu-
ally itinerant as in conventional metals. So if the atomic
displacements could be measured in these materials
with a precision of better than 10−10 cm, then one
ought to see dynamic displacements of the Cu or Mn
ions in excess of the thermal vibrations expected for a
Debye solid. One experimental technique that measures
such displacements accurately is ion channeling spec-
trometry [27], though in the case of the manganites the

Fig. 1. Resistance vs. temperature curve for a film of La0.7Ca0.3Mn0.3

film deposited by pulsed laser deposition. In the inset is shown the
perovskite crystal structure of the manganite.
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Fig. 2. (a) The displacement u of the Mn atoms from their equilibrium lattice positions as measured by ion channeling as a function of temperature
in a 2000 A, thick film of Nd0.7Sr0.3Mn0.3 grown on LaAlO3 substrate. (b) The resistance vs. temperature curve for the manganites and the
temperature derivative of the lattice displacement (u) [32].

effect is so large that even neutron scattering is able
to measure such displacements unambiguously. How-
ever, in the case of the cuprates neutron scattering
has not been as successful as ion channeling [28,29].
Details of the ion channeling technique can be ob-
tained from a variety of references [30,31] and for
brevity we will only deal here with the results of the
measurements.

2.1. Ion channeling in the manganites

In Fig. 2 is shown the dynamic displacements mea-
sured for the compound Nd0.7Sr0.3MnO3 by ion chan-
neling technique in comparison with what is expected
for a Debye solid [32]. Interestingly, in the paramag-
netic state (T\170 K) there are excess dynamic lat-
tice distortions by as much as 50% of the thermal
vibrations which vanish as one goes below the ferro-
magnetic transition (�170 K). In Fig. 3 is shown
similar data for La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 a bilayer manganite
system (an analog of YBCO, a Cu bilayer supercon-
ductor) and here again, the channeling data shows
excess distortions in the system above the Debye val-
ues which then vanish below the Curie temperature
(�100 K) progressively as the system becomes more
metallic [33,34]. In some sense we could make a gen-
eral remark that a system that has polaronic trans-
port would at an insulator to metal transition show
significantly larger vibration amplitudes than in a De-
bye solid and in the metallic state this excess distor-
tion must vanish. Hence at a metal–insulator or
normal metal–superconductor transition in a polar-
onic conductor one would expect to see dramatic
changes in the excess lattice distortions.

Fig. 3. (a) The displacements of the Mn atoms from their equilibrium
lattice positions as measured by ion channeling as a function of
temperature for a bilayer manganite, La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 in the tempera-
ture range of 36–150 K, the circles represent the FWHM of the
channeling angular scans. (b) The same in the temperature range of
150–350 K [33,34].
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2.2. Ion channeling in the cuprates

In Fig. 4 is shown the channeling data for single
crystal YBCO with the vibration amplitudes of Cu
plotted for an oxygen deficient YBCO (non-supercon-
ducting) and a fully superconducting YBCO (Tc=92.5
K) [35]. Also shown are the Debye curves for both the
systems (with Debye temperatures T=330 and 380 K
for the non-superconducting and superconducting sam-
ples). The non-superconducting YBCO shows a
monotonic behavior while the superconducting sample
shows a variety of unusual discontinuities with temper-
ature. The fact that the non-superconducting sample
shows a larger vibration amplitude, and that the super-
conducting sample shows a drop in this vibration am-
plitude abruptly at the transition temperature is proof
that there is a dramatic difference in the role of
phonons in the transport properties above and below
Tc. If we took the analogy from the manganites one
would say that the system has evolved from a polaronic
behavior above Tc to some thing less polaronic below
the Tc. While the polaron in the case of the manganite
arises because of the difference in the Mn�O bond
configuration depending on the valence state of the Mn,
in the case of the cuprates the polaron may arise from
a different origin. Since the Cu valences are believed to
be predominantly 2+ in the superconducting phase,
the argument arises as to where the hole responsible for
transport resides. Energetics arguments preclude the
hole from being localized either on the Cu or the O
atom. Molecular entities such as Zhang–Rice singlets
(ZRS) [36], where the hole is shared by a square of four
oxygen atoms with the spin of the Cu electron and that
of the hole forming a singlet seem highly plausible. If
such molecular entities facilitate the hopping of charge
from site to site, then the Cu�O bond configuration of
the ZRS would be affected by the hole occupancy of
the site. Thus by arguments similar to the case of the
manganites one would expect an ion channeling signa-
ture in the less conductive state of the material as is
indeed seen. Further, in the superconducting state,
where the electrons become truly itinerant the excess
vibrations die down completely. What is indeed re-
markable is that even at 90 K, the system already
reaches the zero-point vibration of the system suggest-
ing a coherent state for the ionic sites as well! The
freezing of the Cu motion has been further verified
recently by EXAFS technique [37]. The unusual transi-
tions seen at 150, 200 K and at higher temperatures
show the possibility of other phonon mediated behavior
in the system, not obvious in the transport measure-
ments which would require further exploration.

In summary, ion channeling experiments with ability
to measure small vibration amplitude of the atoms
from their equilibrium positions may be a very valuable

Fig. 4. Displacements of the Cu atom in the case YBa2Cu3O7−d

superconductor as measured by ion channeling as a function of
temperature for d=0.77 (non-superconducting) and d=0.05 (super-
conducting) samples. In the non-superconducting case the Debye fit
(triangles) with a Debye temperature of 330 K, and in the supercon-
ducting case the Debye fit (squares) with a Debye temperature of 380
K is shown [31].

tool for understanding the transport properties of the
perovskite based conductors where strong electron–
phonon effects are seen in addition to strong electron
correlation.

3. Optical excitation study of electron dynamics

We can learn significant information about the mate-
rial systems by studying their electron dynamics. In
retrospect the previous section dealt with dynamics of
the ions measured by a technique which takes snap
shots of the nuclei at very short time intervals (�10−20

s determined by the ion scattering times)1. Now we
want to focus on the electron dynamics. In the follow-
ing technique we use 100 fs laser pulses to excite the
electrons in the system and see the rise and decay times

1 The Ion Scattering time depends on the distance of closest
approach or the impact parameter which is of the order of a few
Fermi and depends on the atomic number of the incident ion and the
target nucleus. Since the velocity of the incident ion is �109 cm per
s, these times are in the range of 10−19–10−21 s.
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at different temperatures where the property of the
material changes. The experiment consists of measuring
the changes in the impedence of a transmission line
built out of the material of interest. While readers can
get details elsewhere [38], the measurement times are
essentially limited by the oscilloscope rise time, which is
20 ps, as a result of which processes faster than 20 ps
will be averaged in this time scale. Once again, let us
consider the case of the manganites first since the data

Fig. 8. Optical response at an intermediate temperature of 200 K for
LCMO where both the conductive and resistive transients are seen
[41].

Fig. 5. The electronic energy levels and the possible optical transitions
in the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic states of the manganites [41].

Fig. 9. The behavior of the resistive and conductive transients with
respect to temperature and comparison with the resistance curve [41].

Fig. 6. Optical response consisting of a photoconductivity signal at a
temperature of 280 K, close to the ferromagnetic transition tempera-
ture in the case of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (LCMO) film [41].

is relatively easier to interpret. At temperatures close to
the Curie temperature where the system has Jahn–
Teller splitting, the energy levels for the electronic
transition can be considered as shown in Fig. 5 [39,40].
For the 1.5 eV photon the most likely transition is that
of an electron from the lower eg orbital of the Mn3+ to
the eg orbital of the Mn4+ ion (Transition A) [41]. This
essentially ionizes the polaron, which will increase the
conductivity and indeed such a signal is seen as shown
in Fig. 6. The rise time of the conductivity transient
signal is of the order of 40–60 ps and the fall time is of
the order of 150 ps. It is not clear at this point as to
what these times signify. Besides the Jahn–Teller dis-
tortion arising from the Mn3+ ion, the Mn4+ ions
exhibit an oxygen-breathing mode distortion which also
causes changes in the electronic energy levels promoting
localization. So when the electron is promoted from the
Mn3+ to the Mn4+ ion the Jahn–Teller and the
breathing mode distortions must change sites effec-
tively. Since the hopping ti2mes close to the ferromag-
netic transitions are likely to be slow one ought to see
polaronic effects accompanying charge transfer. The
fall time represents the trapping time for the excited
electron or the reformation time for the Jahn–Teller
polaron. At very low temperatures where the system
becomes a good ferromagnetic metal the signal has
opposite behavior; it is a resistive transient and is

Fig. 7. Optical response consisting of a photoresistive transient at a
temperature of 79.27 K, where the LCMO is in the fully ferromag-
netic state [41].
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significantly slower (Fig. 7). Based on the slow response
and resistance increase, this signal is interpreted as due
to magnon formation and its recombination. This time
comes out to be of the order of tens of nanoseconds and
is also very temperature dependent with the time con-
stant becoming longer with increasing temperature.
Transition B in Fig. 5, the most resonant, would pro-
duce a spin flip excitation with some help from the weak
spin orbit coupling in the system, and the relaxation will
be via magnon decay. The magnon decay times are an
order of magnitude larger than those for conventional
metallic magnetic systems such as Ni [42–44], which is
consistent with the order of magnitude narrower reso-
nance line width measured in the manganites by ferro-
magnetic resonance experiments [45]. (What is still not
resolved is the strength of the transition B which seems
comparable with that of A, though the former should be
weak on account of the small spin orbit coupling in the
manganite system). At intermediate temperatures one
observes both the conductive and resistive components

Fig. 11. The Optical response (proportional to the Cooper pair
breaking rate) vs. excitation energy of the photon for YBCO (upper
panel), compared with the data from Refs. [46] (solid line) and [47]
(solid squares) as shown in lower panel [50].

Fig. 10. (a) The fast and slow optical response observed under fs.
laser excitation of the superconductor. (b) The fast response on an
expanded time scale [38,50]

(Fig. 8) which tells us that the evolution of the system
from a paramagnetic semiconductor to a ferromagnetic
metal is a gradual evolution and as shown in Fig. 9 the
system crosses over at temperatures below Tc/2 from a
predominantly paramagnetic behavior to a ferromag-
netic behavior. The system evolves from an ionic bond
picture to an itinerant metallic band picture!

Let us look at the case of the cuprates now. What one
sees at a given photon energy is a two component
excitation (Fig. 10a) where the slow component has
been clearly identified as due to thermal effect while the
fast initial component (Fig. 10b) is interpreted as a
kinetic inductance change arising from pair breaking
effects [38]. The photon dependence of this fast compo-
nent (Fig. 11) is quite exciting since one sees a resonance
centered at about 1.53 eV with a FWHM of only 100
meV. This is indeed an unusual result in the sense that
such a narrow excitation is possible at all in such a
strongly correlated electronic system in the supercon-
ducting state. Two different observations [46,47] prior
to this have confirmed the existence of a resonance
around 1.5 eV in the case of the cuprates, but neither of
them involved direct pair breaking. Instead they were
measurements of index changes and had much broader
features (�500 meV) as seen in Fig. 11. While the
intrinsic processes of excitation and decay are much
faster than our measurement times of 20 ps, the optical
resonance is qualitatively correct and identifies a high-
energy excitation responsible for the pair breaking, in
consistence with the observation of [46,47]. Taking the
analogy of the manganites if one considers this as an
ionization of a ZRS (whose separation from the upper
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Hubbard band has been identified via photoemission
experiments [48,49] to be around 1.4 eV), then the pair
breaking could be consistently explained [50]. Thus the
optical excitation experiment further supports the find-
ings from the channeling results.

4. Spin-polarized quasi-particle injection into high
temperature superconductors

In the last set of experiments, we have coupled the
HTS and CMR together to study the effect of spin-po-
larized electrons on the superconductor. All the efforts
in this direction to date [51–53] consist of FET struc-
tures in which the critical current of the HTS channel is
modulated by spin-polarized current injected from a
CMR gate electrode. This modulation is compared with
the gate electrode replaced by a non-ferromagnetic
electrode such as Lanthanum nickel oxide, which is
structurally and thermodynamically very similar to the
manganites. When the gate current is injected along the
c-axis with the super current flowing in the a–b plane,
the spin-polarized electrons are effective at breaking
Cooper pairs at least a factor of 15–30 times larger
than unpolarized electrons (Fig. 12) [52]. When such an
experiment is performed for the case where the channel
is replaced by an a-axis oriented YBCO film, with gate
current along the a-axis and the super current along the
huxis in the b–c plane, the difference between the
spin-polarized and unpolarized pair breaking efficiency
becomes much smaller. This result has significant im-
pact on some of the current theoretical description of
charge transport in the cuprates. Anderson [54] has
postulated that in the case of the cuprates it may be

easier to transport a paired electron along the c-axis as
opposed to a single quasi-particle. From a ferromag-
netic electrode it will be difficult to produce a singlet
pair of electrons and any alternative would enable
better pair breaking than the case where the electrons
are injected as correlated pairs as can happen from a
non-ferromagnetic gate electrode. However, there are
still some unresolved issues relating to thermal effects in
these experiments which need to be put to rest before
the results can be fully considered. The connections
with the previous two experiments is as follows. The
concept of the unusual pair transport along the c-axis
of cuprates applies to the system where spin-charge
separation exists. ZRS will manifest spin-charge separa-
tion and thus the spin-polarized quasi-particle pair
breaking data may be an indirect proof of YBCO being
a system in which spin-charge separation exists [12].

5. Summary

These three sets of experiments, which probe ion,
electron and spin dynamics, need to be refined further,
though even at this stage the data produced by these
experiments clearly point to exciting ways for us to
unravel the mystery of these materials. The rejuvena-
tion of research in the manganite is certainly having a
synergistic effect on the cuprate research.
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